
 
 This project is located in the Bridge Street District and is zoned Historic Core; the proposed 

development is adhering to the guidelines set forth in the Historic Mixed-Use building typology. The 

proposal includes the renovation and addition to an existing building at 40 N. High Street and the 

construction of a second principal structure as permitted by code accessed from Blacksmith Alley. 

• The existing building is a contributing structure, a second floor addition will be set back from 

the principal façade, and extend East towards Blacksmith Alley, over the existing parking lot.  

• The resulting structure will be two stories in height.  

• The parking will continue to be accessed from High Street via a one-way entrance on the 

Southern property line and one way exit along the Northern property line. 

 Five spaces (including one accessible space) will be provided on site, and one existing 

street space will be utilized totaling six provided parking spaces for this resulting Office 

Building.  

 As fourteen spaces are required for the resulting office use, we are requesting a waiver 

to reduce the required parking by eight spaces; with six spaces provided on site.  

 Noting the pedestrian oriented character of the District, typical office related business 

hours of operation and recently constructed parking garage across the street, it is 

believed that parking needs will be met.  

• The design of the addition will take its cues from the existing Usonian architecture of the 

existing building, making use of similar materials, strong horizontality with vertical accents to 

continue the modern aesthetic of this unique building. The second principal structure is 

proposed along the Eastern property line and accessed from Blacksmith Alley.  

• The proposed structure is a two unit apartment building, two and one half stories in height.  

• Each unit will contain a two car garage, no waivers will be required.  

• Each apartment will have an outdoor terrace on the main level, as well as a roof top deck. 

• The design of the apartment building will be contemporary in detailing and materials, yet 

familiar to the residential character of the District. The site contains an existing stone wall, this 

wall will be integrated into the design of the apartment building as outdoor courtyard space 

where exposed and visible to Blacksmith Alley. The central portion of the wall will be removed 

and replaced by the building itself. Where left exposed, the wall will be restored to its original 

character. We are requesting a fee in lieu of providing the required 488 sf of public open space. 

The well maintained garden along High Street will remain, and each drive aisle terminate in 

greenery. The parking for the commercial property will be screened with plantings on the North 

and South property lines and separated from the proposed apartments with a planted area for 

additional privacy. 


